The purpose of this illustration is to depict the notion that the end of Church Age is encoded in the very depiction of the Astronomical Sign in the Heavens of Pisces. This investigation will attempt to show that the typology of Pisces is prophetically measured to the timing of when the Church Age commission is to end and thus when the Rapture of the bride is to occur. This corresponds Astronomically with the ‘Rapture by Pegasus of the Chained Woman, Andromeda, a type of the Bride of Christ. She is recued by the Prince, Perseus from the Sea Monster Cetus that Binds Pisces. One of the main suppositions of this study is that the constellation of Pisces will be likened to the trajectory of the coming Tribulation Period after the Rapture as one of the Fish of the constellation that is going up. The other fish depiction will be likened to that of the Bride of Christ, escaping as the Fish that live book of Pisces. As the Astronomical Age of Pisces comes to an end, this is just that close that the Rapture of the Bride of Christ is to coincide with the end of the Church Age with a ‘swift’ Escape of the ‘Bound Bride’, that has been as Andromeda for over 2000 years and will occur and that it is based also on the phi ratio of time since Jesus that produces a Vesica Pisces type of Space Distortion when the Constellations are set to each End Gate of the Cosmos.

The constellation of Pisces is aligned horizontally with the Ecliptic using the Mercator distortion point of view. The Mercator projection is one of the most used map projection. It preserves direction and shapes but distorts size, in an increasing degree away from the equator. The 2 Fish of the constellation Pisces make up the entire segment of the Mazzaroth that also encompasses the Band, which is the chord that binds the 2 Fish together at the subjugation of Cetus, which is Leviathan or a depiction of Lucifer, the God of this World.

The Disciple catches exactly 153 Fish in the Net that did not break at the Command of the Resurrected Jesus. It is a ‘Code’ for the complete ‘Catch’ during the entire Church Age that will end with the Rapture.
The purpose of this illustration is to depict 2 Intersecting Comets of the mid-1990s that to some signaled the beginning of the 'Season of Noah'. That is to say that the comet Hyakutake, in particular, had not been seen since the days Noah was completing the Ark and perhaps such a Cosmic Sign is now occurring. This Cosmic Sign pronounced the coming judgment, not only on the whole Earth but against Lucifer in particular. It is rather sticking that the 2 Comets intersected nearly 1 year apart and on the Spring Feast of YHVH, of Passover. Both comets, Hyakutake and Hale-Bopp crossed the same Star Algol in the constellation Perseus exactly 1 year apart on April 11 marking a 'X' Intersection precisely over the 'Evil Eye' of Medusa, is this the countdown for the 'Last Generation' as it was for the Days of Noah? When will the Season conclude? At Jesus' Return?

**COMETS OF THE COMING JUDGMENT OF THE OLD ORDER**

**As in the Days of Noah**

Jesus Christ attested to the Deluge account as being a fact and not fiction in Luke 17 as do most world civilizations that have a Flood story. Christ declared that before His 2nd coming, the world would be as in the Days of Noah and on the verge of the LORD’s ‘New World Order’. The 2 intersecting Vg Comets of 1996 & 1997 could be the confirmation of a cosmic countdown in the end of the ‘Season of Noah’ in this generation. It is believed Noah was born in 2006 BC, it may correspond to 2006 AD; it took 120 years to complete Ark, a clue to Judgment possibly starting.

The Daily Sacrifices, not the Rapture starts the Tribulation, regardless if it’s 7 or 3.5 years. The year 2006 + 120 months = 2015. This is when the Blood Moon Tetrad occurred. The Tetrad was a 7-Year countdown for Israel. The Judgment of the Deluge came upon the whole world, as we set the Tribulation Period to conclude the Prophecy given to Daniel if a Generation is to be 70 years, then from when Israel was ‘birthed’ in 1948 would be 2018. The USA Embassy was dedicated in Jerusalem that year. But the count of 7-Year Sabbath, led to Daniel starting in 1895. This theory and count would make the 70th Week of Years start then in the Fall of 2022.

**Biblical Numerology**

9 = Divine Completeness
11 = Rebellion and Chaos

The number 11 is important in that it can symbolize Disorder, Chaos and Judgment. In the Bible, 11 is used 24 times and '11th' can be found 19 times. Coming after 10 (which represents Law and Responsibility), the Number 11 represents the Opposite - the Irresponsibility of breaking the Law, which brings Disorder and Judgment. In Genesis 11, Mankind rebelled against YHVH and built the Tower of Babel. GOD judged Humanity by confusing their Language, resulting in Chaos. Then the Apostle John saw 11 Things in connection with the Final judgment (Revelation 20:12-14).
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